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Objectives To determine the relationship between exposure to hard-metal dusts and lung cancer mortality. This international cohort study is coordinated by the University of Pittsburgh funded by the International Tungsten Industry Association (Marsh et al. 2013, EPICOH abstract). The German component comprises three Kennametal manufacturing sites in North Rhine-Westphalia and Bavaria.

Methods We enrolled all current and former workers at two Bavarian sites (start of production 1960 and 1971 respectively). At the largest plant in North Rhine-Westphalia (start of production 1926) we will enrol all blue-collar workers who were employed for at least 6 months. We will collect and analyse measurement data, work history, and medical information like smoking and urine data. We will apply an electronic data collection system to protect personal data. To investigate total and cause-specific mortality for the period 1980–2011, we aim to determine each subject’s vital status and, if applicable, cause of death. External comparisons (SMRs) to the German population and state populations will be performed. Cox models will be used for internal analyses.

Results Our preliminary estimates of the numbers of participants at the two Bavarian plants are 2,711 and 1,577. At the North Rhine-Westphalian plant we have enrolled 3,700 workers (less than half of the overall workforce). Some current workers refused to be enrolled in the study. 3.7% of 676 and 0.2% of 417 at Bavarian plants and 0.9% of 637 at North Rhine-Westphalian plant. Basic data of these workers will be documented.

Conclusions The data collection process in North Rhine-Westphalia was restricted due to the large number of paper files. Otherwise it would not be feasible to meet the budget and time schedule of the international pooling project. Vital status and cause of death tracing are challenging in Germany. We will try to optimise procedures in cooperation with the responsible institutions.
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Objectives Researchers at the University of Pittsburgh and the University of Illinois at Chicago are coordinating an international historical cohort study of workers in the hard-metal industry. Funding is provided in part by the International Tungsten Industry Association. From Austria they approached a large industrial plant in Reutte, Tyrol, and the Institute of Environmental Health at the Medical University of Vienna to coordinate the Austrian part of the study that is financially supported by the national workers insurance company.

Methods As a first result of the cooperation between Reutte and Vienna a cross-sectional study was designed based on a questionnaire directed to all present workers and to past workers with still valid addresses. This questionnaire served two purposes: (1) to announce the aim of the cohort study and (2) to obtain more detailed data on smoking history and general health history than is available in the company records.

Results In spite of repeated advertising of the questionnaire by the Reutte management only approximately 10% of all addresses (233 persons in total) responded. Active workers were overrepresented while only 78 (mostly only recently) retired workers completed the questionnaire. Also, current white collar (office) workers were overrepresented (58 persons).

Conclusions Although a respiratory disease or hypertension were each reported by about 10% of respondents the subjective health status was generally good. Better health was reported by office workers while working in departments with the highest dust exposure was not associated with poorer health. Increasing age did not consistently lead to higher symptom rates while smokers reported poorer health not only for respiratory but also for rheumatic and psychiatric symptoms.

We will also report on the progress of our ongoing work on the international epidemiology study.
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**Occupational Exposure to Aromatic Amines and Poly cyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Bladder Cancer: Results from the EPIC Cohort**

1G G Gawrych, 1Pesch, 1Rubetin, 1Weiss, 2Casjens, 3Rihs, 4Angerer, 5Bueno de Mesquita, 6Ros, 7Kaaks, 8Chang-Claude, 9Tjønneland, 10Brüning, 11Vineis.

**Methods**

We analysed the bladder cancer risk of exposure to AA and PAH in 754 cases and 833 controls nested in the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) cohort. A semi-quantitative expert rating of the probability and intensity of exposure to AA and PAH was performed for 52 occupations known to entail a cancer risk. For each occupation, we multiplied probability (0 = none, 1 = low, 2 = medium, 3 = high) and intensity (0 = none, 1 = low, 2 = medium, 3 = high) of exposure according to an approach for the association with lung cancer. We categorised the subject’s sum of scores over all at-risk occupations as low, medium, or high using the tertiles of the distribution in exposed controls. Odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were estimated with unconditional logistic regression adjusted for the matching factors and smoking.

**Results**

High occupational exposure to AA and PAH were associated with an estimate of the relative bladder cancer risk of 1.37 (95% CI 1.02 to 1.84) and 1.50 (95% CI 1.09 to 2.05), respectively. We further observed an OR of 1.53 (95% CI 1.03 to 2.28) for ever being exposed to dyestuffs. Ever working in transportation and welding was associated with an increased bladder cancer risk in men that became non-significant after controlling for multiple testing. Smoking and PAH exposure yielded a joint effect of 3.48 (95% CI 2.51 to 4.84).

**Conclusions**

We were able to confirm the bladder cancer risk associated with aromatic amines and dyestuffs in this large population-based cohort among Europeans. These results provide further evidence that occupational exposure to PAH could entail a bladder cancer risk.

**Asbestos Lung Burden and Mesothelioma Risk due to Past and Current Occupational and Environmental Exposure Conditions in Great Britain**
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**Methods**

Lung tissue and lifetime occupational histories were obtained from 136 mesotheliomas, 263 lung cancers and a random sample of 130 individuals from the British population obtained from those having surgery for pneumothorax. Asbestos lung burdens by fibre type were estimated by Transmission Electron Microscopy. Odds ratios for mesothelioma were estimated for asbestos lung burden categories by logistic regression using lung cancers as controls; mesothelioma risk was then modelled by adjusting for asbestos-related lung cancer risk among controls. Changes in mesothelioma risk arising from occupational and environmental exposures in the past and more recently were estimated from asbestos lung burdens of pneumothorax patients by period of birth.

**Results**

A linear relationship between mesothelioma risk and lung burden was seen up to 0.5 million fibres per dry gram of lung (mfg), and a burden of 0.1 mfgp was associated with a lifetime mesothelioma risk of 1.4%. Mean asbestos lung burdens for mesothelioma, lung cancer and pneumothorax cases born <1965 were positively correlated with the mesothelioma ORs for job categories from previous analyses, with highest burdens associated with construction jobs. Across all jobs, mean lung burdens were highest for mesothelioma (0.223 mfgp), followed by lung cancer (0.060), pneumothorax cases born <1965 (0.045) and finally pneumothorax cases born more recently (0.004).

**Conclusions**

The average lifetime risk of mesothelioma in those born since 1965 is an order of magnitude lower than for those born in earlier decades. Lung burden analyses from a larger sample of pneumothorax patients born since 1965 are needed to more precisely identify recent exposure circumstances that contribute to their residual mesothelioma risk.